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rosophila telomeres are maintained
by transposition to chromosome
ends of the HeT-A, TART and TAHRE
retrotransposons, collectively designated
as HTT. Although all Drosophila telomeres terminate with HTT arrays and
are capped by the terminin complex, they
differ in the type of subtelomeric chromatin. The HTT sequences of YS, YL,
XR, and 4L are juxtaposed to constitutive
heterochromatin, while the HTTs of the
other telomeres are linked to either the
TAS repeat-associated chromatin (XL,
2L, 2R, 3L, 3R) or to the specialized 4R
chromatin. We found that mutations in
pendolino (peo) cause (telomeric fusions)
that preferentially involve the heterochromatin-associated telomeres (Ha-telomeres), a telomeric fusion pattern never
observed in the other 10 telomere-capping mutants characterized so far. Peo, is
homologous to the E2 variant ubiquitinconjugating enzymes and is required for
DNA replication. Our analyses lead us to
hypothesize that DNA replication in
Peo-depleted cells results in specific fusigenic lesions concentrated in Ha-telomeres. These data provide the first
demonstration that subtelomeres can
affect telomere fusion.
Telomeres are nucleoprotein complexes at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes that perform two essential
functions. They counterbalance incomplete replication of terminal DNA, which
occurs because conventional polymerases
cannot complete the replication of linear
DNA. In addition, they form a protective
cap at chromosome ends, preventing both
DNA damage checkpoint activation and
end-to-end fusion events.1-3 This protective function is crucial for maintenance of
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genome stability, as the dicentric chromosomes generated by telomeric fusions can
cause non-disjunction and chromosome
breakage during anaphase, ultimately promoting tumor development.4,5
In most organisms, the end replication
problem is circumvented by the action of
telomerase a reverse transcriptase with an
internal RNA template that extends terminal DNA by adding short GC-rich
repeats. These repeats specifically bind a
discrete number of specialized proteins,
which in turn recruit a series of additional
factors to form a functional telomere.1,2
In Drosophila, there is no telomerase, and
telomeres are elongated by the targeted
transposition of three specialized, nonLTR retrotransposons (HeT-A, TART
and TAHRE, collectively designated as
HTT).6,7 Importantly, in contrast to telomerase-containing organisms, Drosophila
telomeres are epigenetically determined
structures that can assemble independently of the sequence at the DNA
termini.3,8,9
Drosophila telomeres are capped and
protected by the terminin complex, which
includes HOAP, HipHop, Moi and
Ver.3,10-13 All terminin subunits are fast
evolving, non-conserved telomere-specific
proteins that prevent end-to-end fusion
and appear to function only at telomeres.
Drosophila telomeres are protected from
fusion by a number of other, evolutionarily conserved proteins. These proteins
have additional, telomere-unrelated functions and do not localize exclusively to
telomeres. They include the HP1a chromatin
component,14
the
ATM
15-20
kinase,
each of the subunits of the
DNA repair complex Mre11-Rad50Nbs,15,19,20-22 the E2 ubiquitin conjugating enzyme Eff/UbcD123 and the Woc
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transcription factor.24 Interestingly, most
of the non-terminin proteins (HP1a,
ATM, Mre11, Rad50, Nbs) have human
counterparts that play roles in human
telomere maintenance.3,9
Based on these results, we have previously proposed that concomitant with telomerase loss, Drosophila evolved terminin
to bind chromosome ends in a sequenceindependent fashion. We have also suggested that terminin is structurally similar
and functionally analogous to shelterin,3,11,13,25 the human telomere-capping protein complex consisting of six
proteins (TRF1, TRF2, POT1 TIN2,
TPP1 and hRAP1) that specifically binds
the TTAGGG telomeric repeats in
humans.1 We also proposed that Drosophila non-terminin proteins required for
telomere capping correspond to ancestral
telomere-associated proteins that could
not evolve as rapidly as terminin because
of the functional constraints imposed by
their involvement in other, diverse cellular
processes.3,25 This hypothesis implies that
non-terminin proteins could have homologues with telomeric functions in other
organisms, including humans. This in
turn suggests that Drosophila may be an
excellent model system for the identification of novel human proteins involved in
telomere maintenance.3,25
This hypothesis raises the question of
how Drosophila lost telomerase. Most
insect orders and species possess telomerase, although they can vary in sequence
of the RNA component (TERC) used as
template for telomeric DNA (see ref.26
and references therein). Drosophila elongates its telomeres by transposon addition,
and mosquitoes and chironomids rely on
gene conversion of terminal satellite
sequences for telomere maintenance.27,28
Studies on the hymenopteran silkworm
Bombyx mori have provided some insights
into how telomerase was lost in diptera.
The telomeres of B. mori are made of
TTAGG repeats, but they also contain
two non-LTR transposons that specifically
insert into these repeats.29-31 However, in
this species, TERT expression is very low
and telomerase activity is almost undetectable.32 It is thus conceivable that B. mori
is progressively switching from a telomerase-based to a transposon-based mechanism of telomere maintenance, an
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evolutionary process that has been completed in Drosophila.
Our recent studies on the Drosophila
pendolino (peo) gene33 have provided
strong support for our hypothesis on the
different evolutionary dynamics of terminin and non-terminin telomere proteins.
Strong peo mutants display in average five
telomeric fusions/cell and often exhibit
multicentric linear chromosomes that
resemble little “trains”. The pendolino
gene was named after this phenotype, just
as caravaggio (cav), modigliani (moi) and
verrocchio (ver), which are all names of
Italian trains. peo encodes a conserved E2
variant ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme that
is enriched in many polytene chromosome
bands and interbands, and is therefore a
non-terminin protein.33 We have shown
that AKTIP and Ft1, the human and
mouse orthologues of Peo, are required
for telomere maintenance.34 Strikingly,
Peo and AKTIP directly bind unrelated
terminin and shelterin components,
respectively. This finding underscores the
importance of Peo and its human orthologues as telomere maintenance factors, as
they co-evolved with divergent capping
complexes to maintain an interaction with
telomeres.
Our studies on peo, in addition to reinforcing the idea that the discovery of additional non-terminin proteins can lead to
the identification of new human telomere
components, also revealed a new type of
“telomere position effect.” The classic

telomere position effect (TPE) consists of
silencing reporter genes inserted in the
proximity of Drosophila telomeres. TPE is
reminiscent of the position effect variegation (PEV) induced by Drosophila constitutive heterochromatin, even if most of
the genes that modulate PEV have no
effect on TPE (see ref.35 and references
therein). The new type of “telomere position effect” observed in peo mutants consists of preferential involvement of
heterochromatin-associated telomeres in
fusion events.
Although all Drosophila telomeres terminate with HTT arrays and are capped
by terminin, they differ in the type of subtelomeric chromatin. The HTT arrays of
the YL, YS, XR, and 4L telomeres are juxtaposed to constitutive heterochromatin;
those of the XL, 2L, 2R, 3L and 3R telomeres are adjacent to clusters of heterogeneous telomere-associated satellite (TAS)
DNA sequences,36 while the 4R HTT
arrays are placed next to chromatin with
both euchromatic and heterochromatic
features (Fig. 1). The HTT- and the
TAS- associated chromatin types have different silencing properties. The TAS chromatin has the ability to silence whiteC
(wC) transgenes and is responsible for
canonical TPE.36 The HTT chromatin
properties are dependent on their chromosomal location. wC transgenes inserted
into the HTTs arrays of the 2L, 3L and
3R arms are not silenced, whereas the
expression wC transgenes within the 4R or

Figure 1. Schematic representation of Drosophila chromosome ends. From a distal to a proximal
direction chromosome ends contain the terminin-associated region (red), the HTT array that may
either repress (dark blue) or not repress (light blue) the expression of transgenes; the TAS sequences (orange) or different chromatin types: constitutive heterochromatin (Het, gray), or the specialized 4th chromosome chromatin (Het, dark green).
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YS HTTs is impaired, leading to a varie- particularly subjected to fusion events. It that a general defect in DNA replication
gated eye color phenotype.37,38 In addi- is possible that the peculiar pattern of results in the characteristic telomere
tion, wC transgenes embedded into the telomeric fusions observed in peo fusion pattern observed in peo mutants,
TAS and the YS HTT arrays respond dif- mutants reflects problems in DNA repli- as chemical treatments and mutations
ferently to genetic modifiers. The effects cation. Peo mutant brains display fewer that block DNA synthesis in Drosophila
on TPE of TAS-associated transgenes are nuclei undergoing DNA replication brains do not cause telomeric fusions.
ameliorated by mutation in a specific set compared with wild type brains. More- Thus, our current model suggests that
of genes, most of which have no effect on over, peo mutant brains do not differ Peo is required for general DNA replicaPEV (see ref.35 and references therein). In from control brains in the relative fre- tion, including telomere replication, and
contrast, the expression of transgenes quency of nuclei in early, mid or late S that loss of Peo results in replicationinserted into the YS HTT arrays is phase of the cell cycle, suggesting that dependent fusigenic lesions concentrated
enhanced by mutation in typical PEV sup- heterochromatin replicates normally in a in the Ha-telomeres.33 However, we
pressor genes.38 These results suggest that peo mutant background.33 These data cannot completely exclude the possibilthe chromatin of the HTTs juxtaposed to suggest that the wild type function of peo ity that peo has a dual function, being
heterochromatin shares some properties is required for general DNA synthesis independently required for DNA repliwith constitutive heterochromatin and is and not for completion of specific sub- cation and telomere capping.
different from the autosomal HTT and phases of DNA replication. Thus, it is
TAS chromatin types (Fig. 1). We there- unlikely that mutations in peo specififore designate the YL, YS, XR, and 4 chro- cally affect replication of Ha-telomeres,
Conclusions and Perspectives
mosome telomeres as heterochromatin- which presumably replicate at the end of
associated (Ha-telomeres).
the S phase, together with the bulk of
We have shown that mutations in peo
In strong peo mutants that display an heterochromatin.39 It is also unlikely cause telomeric fusions that preferentially
average of five telomeric fusions/
cell, assessing the relative involvement of individual telomeres in
telomeric fusions is quite difficult.
However, this can be easily done in
weak peo mutants that exhibit
approximately one telomeric
fusion/cell (Fig. 2A). In these
mutants, the vast majority of telomeric fusions involve the XR, the
Y and the 4th chromosome telomeres, suggesting that mutations
in peo preferentially affect Ha-telomeres and that this effect is partially masked in strong peo mutants
where most telomeres are fused.33
A preferential involvement of Hatelomeres in fusion events is a
peculiar feature of peo mutants and
has not been observed in the other
Drosophila mutants we characterized in the past (eff, Su(var)205,
cav, mre11, rad50, nbs, tefu, woc,
moi and ver) (Fig. 2B; see also
ref.35 and references therein).
Understanding why Ha-telomeres are prone to fuse in a peo
Figure 2. Mutations in peo cause telomeric fusion that preferentially involve Ha-telomeres. (A) Examples of
mutant background is not
telomeric fusions in peo mutant neuroblasts. (A1-2) Control (Oregon-R) male (A1) and female (A2) metastraightforward. All telomeres of
phases; (A3-A6) metaphases from peo mutant brains showing: (A3) a ring Y chromosome (arrowhead) and a
peo mutants recruit similar
4 (arrow)-4-XR tricentric chromosome; (A4) two 4-XR telomeric fusions (arrows); (A5) a 4 (arrow)-YS ¢ YL. -XR
amounts of terminin proteins
tricentric chromosome; (A6) an XR-XR telomeric fusion (arrow). (B) Frequencies of telomeric fusions involving
Ha-telomeres in different telomere fusion mutants. The red and pink columns represent the frequencies of
and HP1a, ruling out the possiHa- (red) and non-HA (autosomal and XL pink) telomeres calculated assuming a random involvement of telobility that Ha-telomeres are spemeres in fusion events. The peoh and peo1 are weak and strong peo mutant alleles, respectively.
cifically uncapped, and thus
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involve the telomeres juxtaposed to constitutive heterochromatin. This is a highly
specific fusion pattern, as none of the
other Drosophila mutations that cause
telomeric fusions preferentially affect the
Ha-telomeres. To the best of our knowledge, these findings provide the first demonstration that (i) subtelomeres can
regulate telomere fusion, and that (ii)
individual telomeres are diversely fusigenic
in response to mutations that disrupt different components of the telomere capping machinery. We believe that these
results will stimulate further studies on the
role of subtelomeres in the maintenance
of telomere and genome stability, particularly in systems where the telomeres are
associated with different chromatin types.
Recent studies have shown that subtelomeric heterochromatin can silence genes
embedded into the adjacent HTT array.38
This effect is reminiscent of PEV and suggests that some heterochromatic proteins
spread into the HTT array, impairing the
expression of the inserted transgenes.
These findings open the way to future
studies aimed at the identification of the
factors that modify the specific sensitivity
of Ha-telomeres to the loss of peo function. We are currently investigating
whether some of the many genes that
modulate PEV are also able to modify the
pattern of telomeric fusions elicited by
mutations in peo. These studies should
help in our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying telomeric
fusion formation in peo mutants, and will
possibly lead to the identification of proteins with specific roles in heterochromatin replication.
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